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Who are PPS?
Public Power Solutions (PPS) are a wholly owned subsidiary of Swindon Borough Council and offer
innovative solutions for public sector organisations in the areas of power and waste
Our Power business is focussed on low carbon energy projects. We have a track record in project
development and delivery.
Some highlights:
• One of the UK’s largest standalone electricity battery storage facilities
• The UK’s first solar farm funded by Council-backed solar bonds sold directly to the public
• The UK’s first ISA-eligible community solar bond investment
• One of the UK’s largest solar farms (62MW) completed in partnership with Science Museum Group,
situated in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty but had overwhelming public support

Project Proposal
PPS has identified the potential for a 50MW battery storage development adjacent to Western Power
Distribution’s Woodcote substation

Proposed site location

Initial site layout plan

Example of battery storage containers

What’s different?
PPS recognise that the Hawkchurch Parish has been subject to applications for battery storage
developments in 2017 and 2020. What makes this one different?
• PPS have engaged the community at the earliest opportunity. We hope to receive constructive feedback
prior that can shape a formal application
• An optimal location, the benefit of which are
• A negligible impact on the landscape. Views from public rights of way will be entirely screened
• The proposal has no impact on footpaths
• No loss to agricultural land and hedgerows
• Maximum impact (50MW) array from a smaller development zize (sub 1 acre)
• PPS will undertake surveys to understand the ecological impacts and deliver a biodiversity net gain
• PPS will undertake a detailed fire risk assessment and implement mitigation measures within the
proposal, this will include engagement with the local fire department, Devon and Somerset Fire and
Rescue service
• PPS will undertake a full flood risk assessment, which will include mitigation measures within the
proposal and also consider the impact of a potential fire suppression event

Project Characteristics
The battery storage operation is complex, with the device able to control grid characteristics and
balance the supply and demand. National Grid have defined battery storage as key asset in enabling a
low carbon energy network.
• The battery will generate revenue by providing balancing and flexibility services to the electricity
transmission and distribution network. It is not economic to operate a battery only on arbitrage (i.e.
buy low, sell high).
• The battery will not connect directly to any solar PV site that exists within the locality, although the
generation from those existing solar PV sites will charge the battery indirectly.
• PPS propose to develop the project only. It is proposed that another company, yet to be determined,
will undertake construction and operation of the battery.
• PPS will explore the potential for wider community benefit, such as part community ownership and
contribution to community funding.

Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

50MW battery storage adjacent to Woodcote substation
Initial community engagement stage
Screened from public rights of way
Biodiversity net gain
Full assessment of fire and flood risk
Exploration of wider community benefits

Questions?
Question or feedback from Councillors and members of the public are gratefully received

